
Creating Accessible PowerPoint Presentations 

 
Consider the following elements when creating a PowerPoint presentation. These items help the 

student quickly find information whether reading it on the screen, on paper, or with an audio 

screen reader.

Slide Templates 
Templates contain formatting such as theme colors, fonts and effects. 

 When searching for a new template use the word “accessible” to find one tagged as 

accessible.  

Slide Layouts 
Use slide layouts provided within PowerPoint to ensure structured headings and lists.  

 Select Home, then New Slide, then choose desired layout from the dropdown menu. 

 To change a slide layout select Home, then Layout in the Slides section, then choose a 

layout from the dropdown menu. 

Recommendation: 

 Use unique title for each slide.  If content covers more than one slide, add information 

after the title such as “1 of 2.” 

 

Slide Reading Order 
A screen reader reads the elements of a slide in the order they are added to the slide.  Use the 

Selection pane to check or fix the order. 

 On the Home tab, in the Drawing group, select Arrange. 

 In the Arrange menu, select Section Pane. Reading order is in reverse, from bottom to 

top. 

 Drag and drop or use the arrow button to change reading order. 

 

Alternative Text  
Add brief, but meaningful alternative text or description to explain the key message of content-

rich visuals.  

1. Right click on image and select Format Picture 

2. Select Size and Properties icon and choose Alt Text 

3. Enter alternative text to the Description field (not the Title field). 

Recommendations: 

 If using text in images as the sole method of conveying information repeat the text in the 

presentation. Mention existence of the text and intent in the Alt Text field. 



Descriptive Links  
PowerPoint automatically creates links for a full URL or an email address.  Add text to make the 

URL descriptive. Screen reading software can pull up all of the links on a page to aid the learner 

in navigating the page more quickly. 

1. Right click on the link, select Edit hyperlink. 

2. Select the type of link (E-mail address or Web Page) and add description to the Text to 

Display field.

Data Tables 
Most Screen readers will not identity table headers in the PowerPoint presentation, but it is still 

important to add if the presentation will be saved as a PDF. 

1. Position cursor anywhere in a table, and then select the Design tab. 

2. In the Table Style Options, select Header Row. 

3. In the table, type the column headings. 

Recommendations: 

 Keep tables simple. 

 Do not merge or split table cells. 

 Provide Alt Text for the table. 

 Use tables to represent data, not for layout of text.  Columns can be used for layout 

purposes. 

 To test set up of table select first cell of the table and press tab key.  Focus should 

move across the rows and then to the first cell of the next row. 

 

Accessibility Checker 
PowerPoint includes an accessibility checker that identifies issues. 
 

1. Open document, then select file.  Click on Check for Issues icon, then select Check 

Accessibility 

2. Any errors and/or warnings will be listed, as well as tips for repairing errors. 

Additional Information  

 Use Sans-serif fonts (e.g. Arial, Calibri). 

 Ensure font size is sufficient, especially if presentation will be viewed on a screen. 

 Use simple language. 

 Use bold for emphasis, rather than underline.  Underline indicates that it is a hyperlink. 

 Avoid using color alone to convey meaning. 

 Avoid automatic slide transitions, use simple slide transitions and animations. 

 When saving an accessible PowerPoint presentation as a PDF click on the Options 

button and make sure that the Document structure tags for accessibility box is check.  

This will ensure that the PDF document is accessible. 

More detailed information available at Microsoft Accessibility Support website or WebAIM’s 

article on PowerPoint Accessibility.  
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https://support.office.com/en-us/article/make-your-powerpoint-presentations-accessible-to-people-with-disabilities-6f7772b2-2f33-4bd2-8ca7-dae3b2b3ef25?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://webaim.org/techniques/powerpoint/
https://webaim.org/techniques/powerpoint/

